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I. Introduction 

Makerspaces represent a unique emergent form of       
institutional learning space; they are defined by the        
technologies and tools that they provide for “making,” to be          
sure, and so it is and has been for at least the last six years               
easy to find lists for all the supplies and tools that are            
thought to be essential for academic makerspaces in higher         
educational institutions (it might be worthwhile for some        
program administrators or makerspace directors attempting      
to reach out across disciplinary and departmental boundaries        
to take a closer look at the changes of these lists, as a lesson              
in the development or “morphological description” of       
makerspaces could be outlined, what has been added, what         
dropped, and so on; at the very least, it would be interesting            
and helpful for future-leaning programs to take stock of who          
is making the lists and what priorities those lists imply).          
Makerpaces are preeminently defined by the unique bringing        
together of digitally-powered data with human experiences       
in ways which highlight the newest resources and media of          
the internet, even as they frequently cast student and teacher          
roles into dynamic new forms, equalizing teachers and        
students as co-learners. The relationship of cooperative       
co-learning nurtured in a makerspace environment is not        
entirely new, of course, but it poses significant challenges to          
the status of "traditional" formal learning environments and        
the notions of “expertise” and “knowledge” that those        
environments are designed to develop and support [1].        
Careful consideration of what is new about the projects and          
learning that now happens in makerspaces of formal learning         
institutions -- including consideration of processes and       
relationships, and what often manifests as      
“anti-disciplinarity” [2] -- suggests that, before we are        
consumed in another round of so-called practical matters,        
such as what materials, what tools, what technology and         
what stuff is needed for a makerspace, it is time to be more             
theorietical and critical in considering what a makerspace is         
and what it needs. Indeed, "knowledge" itself, the business         
of everyday life in educational institutions, may need        
rethinking. This is not to say that such rethinking is merely           
a castle in the sky, aloof projection; the ways that we learn            
and the things that we learn are every bit as important and in             
need of planning in makerspace environment as the use of          
laser cutters in English classes, the role of 3D printers in           
hostory classes, the use of different CAD software in         

engineering programs, or even the ranking of this year’s VR          
headsets for academic purposes. If we begin from the         
perspectives of learning as-it-is-already-happening for     
students and faculty today, if we legitimize the perspective         
of needing-to-know as a maker inhabits it during the         
building and making process, and take time to reflect on          
what it is that is happening in makerspaces across K-16 and           
the entire spectrum of formal-to-informal learning      
environments (museums, libraries, community centers, and      
so on), and if our goal is to design a makerspace that best             
serves the stakeholders’ interests and hopes (students and        
faculty and community) as well as the serving the         
development and onward progression of those interests and        
hopes, then the need to examine and critically engage the          
status of “knowledge” could not be more practical and         
useful. For that reason, I begin here, neither with a list of            
materials, supplies, tools or technologies; nor a set of         
anecdotes about what I have encountered in more than seven          
years of experience in leading educational programs and        
developing curriculum within makerspaces, but rather with       
matters that are often overlooked in discussions of        
makerspace learning, starting with “knowledge” itself.      
Thomas Kuhn's classic study of the history of ideas, The          
Structure of Scientific Revolutions [3] makes clear, that what         
qualifies as "knowledge" at any given moment is contextual,         
historically situated, and socially constructed, and Kuhn’s       
examples highlight the importance of the conclusions and        
assertions that such “knowledge” affords. For that reason,        
let me begin by recounting one of his most persuasive and           
provocative examples, which I believe suggests that a        
careful articulation of knowledge might be beneficial for our         
present considerations of the designs, implementation, and       
the possible futures that await higher education, and the         
special destiny that awaits  makerspaces in those futures. 

II. Why Do We Need to Describe  “New 
Knowledge”?  

In order to be clear about what “knowledge” in this context           
means, consider the conclusion that had vexed Kuhn in his          
history of “scientific revolutions,” and which prompted him        
to formulate the notion of “paradigm shift.” In short, Kuhn’s          
concludes that, in terms of the observation of basic         
phenomenon and a simple event such as a pendulum         
swinging, Aristotle does not perceive the same world as         
Galileo. Kuhn begins with a rhetorical question: “Do        
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we…really need to describe what separates Galileo from        
Aristotle, or Lavoisier from Priestley, as a transformation of         
vision? Did these men really see different things when         
looking at the same sorts of objects? Is there any legitimate           
sense in which we can say that they pursued their research in            
different worlds? … I am…acutely aware of the difficulties         
created by saying that when Aristotle and Galileo looked at          
swinging stones, the first saw constrained fall, the second a          
pendulum. The same difficulties are presented in an even         
more fundamental form [in the formulation]: though the        
world does not change with a change of paradigm, the          
scientist afterward works in a different world… What occurs         
during a scientific revolution is not fully reducible to a          
reinterpretation of individual and stable data” [4]. Kuhn        
begins by emphasizing that contra to the atemporal,        
individual, stable, absolute status often attributed to       
“knowledge” and the data of scientific observation, his        
analysis underscores the contingency, the     
socially-constituted and ultimately the transitory nature of       
any observations or knowledge claims. That knowledge       
claims are contextual can be a helpful starting place, I          
believe, for our own discussions of what is happening         
currently in formal learning institutions, and especially for        
the project of trying to design effective modern        
makerspaces. This paper, thus, is an attempt to articulate the          
problem and some solutions of needing to describe the “new          
knowledge” emergent, specifically, in makerspaces at K-16       
educational institutions.  

III. Defining the 21st-Century’s “Culture of 
Learning”  

In their 2011 book, A New Culture of Learning: Cultivating          
the Imagination for a World of Constant Change, Douglas         
Thomas and John Seely Brown articulate a world of         
learner-centered, internet-empowered educational zones,    
across a whole eco-system of formal and informal        
communities; that world represents an emergent situation,       
freshly viewable in 2011, and still evolving in important         
ways today. [5] They begin in the mode of ethnologists,          
defining the specific valence of “culture” as they mean to          
study it; indeed, theirs is not an ethnological analysis, but          
also an exhortation for a certain perspective on learning, and          
a way of interpreting the changes underway in pedagogy and          
educational institutions. They define the “new culture” and,        
by attributing verbal action to it, personify it (I suppose as a            
quick way of linking it to the human actors and actions           
which create it) as follows: “Unlike the traditional sense of          
culture, which strives for stability and adapts to changes in          
the environment only when forced, this emerging culture        
responds to its surroundings organically. It does not adapt.         
Rather, it thrives on change, integrating it into its process as           
one of its environmental variables and creating further        
change….This is the type of culture that exists in the new           
culture of learning. It makes no sense to think of people           
adapting to what they are already doing. But it does make           
sense to see them functioning within a broader culture and          
creating it, rather than merely responding to it” [6]. The          

reality they are attempting to describe is admittedly difficult         
to capture and locate, it is in small, ephemeral observations          
and impressions, as well as methods and procedures that are          
repeated and become part of institutional processes. If they         
strain credulity by personifying culture in one passage,        
Thomas and Brown argue more concretely in others that         
impact of new values of change is something that can be           
observed in specific classroom and educational settings.       
They argue that teacher-based approaches to learning are        
those characteristic of a culture which emphasizes stability,        
and they oppose teacher-based educational models to       
learner-based, change-embracing educational models. They     
write, “in the new culture of learning, the classroom as a           
model is replaced by learning environments in which digital         
media provide access to a rich source of information and          
play, and the processes that occur within those environments         
are integral to the results” (37-38). The processes, the         
standards, the expectations and the very notion of what         
constitutes the “knowledge” that is shared in learning have         
shifted significantly in the twenty-first century, they argue,        
so much so that even commonplace or intuitive        
understandings of education need to be examined and        
reformulated. For instance, they reinterpret the old adage,        
Give a man a fish and feed him for a day, teach a man to fish                
and feed him for a lifetime; they point out that the           
underlying assumptions of an endless supply of fish to catch,          
and a single angling technique that will do the job forever,           
are two assumptions that do not always apply and         
increasingly will not apply to our subjects and fields of          
study. Like Kuhn, their argument underscores the changing        
circumstances and the socially-constituted forms of data,       
knowledge-claims, and experience itself.  

IV. New Resources of Knowledge: Changing and 
Trackable and User-Generated  

Encyclopedia Britannica is cited by Thomas and Brown as         
an example of a traditional resource of learning that         
embodies the priorities of stability and “knowledge” as a         
type of content that can best be transferred by an expert           
source that gets its data correct so that it will always be true.             
A new resource of knowledge, on the other hand, invested in           
the change and open-ended nature of data, presenting        
“knowledge” as vetted by groups, openly available and        
constantly updated, with data that is constantly being edited         
and modified so as to keep pace with new insights,          
measurements, and current opinion, is Wikipedia. Perhaps       
in this context it already seems obvious that comparing these          
two resources will result in differences of “knowledge” that         
indicate or reveal their “cultures,” but this is not at all the            
usual way of considering or comparing them in an academic          
setting. This can not only be quite controversial, but without          
articulating their “cultural” valence and     
culturally-constituted features, the real differences between      
them are bound to remain hidden or obscured. Thomas and          
Brown address this, noting, “A quick glance at any         
Wikipedia entry reveals not only what the current,        
ephemeral, status of a given piece of knowledge is; it also           
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discloses the history of any discussions, resolutions, and        
subsequent alterations to the entry that have given rise to its           
current form…The Wikipedia entry for Christopher      
Columbus, for example, has been changed and updated        
thousands of times over the past several years. These         
changes are stored and can be traced through a series of           
debates over Columbus’s role in the history of the Americas.          
The entry reflects in myriad forms, the shifts in opinions          
about the cultural, social, and political aspects of        
colonization, exploration, and the writing of history.       
Wikipedia allows us to read across time.” The meta-data that          
is available through the Wikipedia entry — all of the edits,           
changes, inclusions and exclusions, time-stamped and signed       
at each step so that the changes are trackable to the users            
who made the changes — is a crucial building block of the            
information set available to a Wikipedia user. And, as it is           
user-generated, not manufactured by a hired or designated        
“expert” within a closed, regulative institution, the entry        
serves as an example of the changing, dialogic,        
learner-centered form of “knowledge” in our twenty-first       
century. Indeed, although it may not be immediately        
apparent, the importance of Wikipedia is the role of the          
community, generating it, maintaining it, and sharing it.  

V. The Case of WikiMedia: “Free Knowledge” As a 
New Model of  Community-Generated Learning  

In an April 2017 lecture, “Free knowledge as the Foundation          
of Modern Society”   
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4a6omDClqA], 
Jimmy Wales, Founder and Director of Wikipedia, notes that         
the original vision and mission statement of Wikipedia was         
to “imagine a world in which every single human being can           
freely share in the sum of all knowledge,” and he qualifies           
this by adding that it is not simply to have access to it, but to               
participate in that knowledge, participate in creating and        
constructing that knowledge. This is a vision of        
“knowledge” that embraces not just change but also        
connection, sharing, and, in a word, the openness of         
frameworks or structures, and Wales is intent to point out          
that Wikipedia is not just the online encyclopedia, and it is           
not just a technology story; it is, as he says, “a story of             
people,” a community-developing project that utilizes digital       
technologies to bring diverse people together for the project         
of sharing what is known and what is unique to each           
community. This characterizes not only Wikipedia, but all        
of Wikimedia. It is a radically global project, large scale in           
every sense, but importantly relies upon the local, often         
language-specific insights of individuals (there are hundreds       
of languages represented, each language version of       
Wikipedia is unique, and more than 85% of Wikipedia         
articles are in languages other than English). There is much          
to unpack about the ongoing story and evolving social         
significance of Wikimedia, and its future development as a         
both a tool for learning and a community that actively          
supports open learning helpfully develops a point made by         
Thomas and Brown: that we have new learner-centered        
technologies and new community-based modes of      

knowledge are emerging in formal and informal educational        
spaces. I think Thomas and Brown are correct to describe          
this emergent power of communities, but that is not to say           
that role of culture and community is always positive and          
productive of helpful change. As educators, we are at an          
important moment where we have to remember the lesson of          
teaching our own students: they bring in all kinds of wrong           
conceptions about the subjects we teach, and we must first          
go through certain processes of unlearning, lowering the        
barriers of learning and opening the ways to see differently.  

VI. Two Parables of Seymour Papert: Unlearning 
and the Dangers of Outmoded “Knowledge” 

Seymour Papert drew attention to the constraints of new         
knowledge and new technologies in learning communities       
when he gave testimony before a House of Representatives         
Panel on Technology and Education on October 12,1995 [7].         
He presentation is titled, “Technology in Schools: Local Fix         
or Global Transformation?” and he was arguing for a         
systemic, programmatic, and cultural change throughout      
public education. Papert made a passionate exhortation to        
increase increase support for computers and computational       
technologies in all classrooms, and thereby broaden access        
to the meaning-making technologies for everyone. He       
concludes with two “parables” that direct attention to blind         
spots and cultural bias. The First Parable is this: “Physicians          
of a bygone era greet new medical technologies such as          
anesthesia and asepsis as providing an opportunity to        
improve their procedures…for example they see ways to        
achieve wonderful improvement in the use of leeches for         
blood-letting.” These imagined physicians are busy      
scheming how improve their obsolete mode of knowledge        
with this new set of technologies; I think Papert would have           
us discuss and expand this Parable to would-be educators in          
1995; teachers who are thrilled that they can set up more           
multiple choice tests than ever on these new computers,         
perhaps they can use computer to automatically grade new         
fill-in-the-blank tests, and, lo!, speedy new typing tutoring        
programs can be used that will make their students more          
efficient users of the typewriter. Like Kuhn’s notion of a          
paradigm shift, Papert’s parable invites us to think about         
knowledge more carefully by considering     
socially-constituted forms of understanding, specifically, as      
they might obfuscate or hide novel possibilities and new         
options. And, then, with just as sharp a sense of wit and            
purpose as the first Parable, Papert continues with another:         
“Nineteenth century researchers seeking to improve      
transportation stumble on the idea of a jet engine and          
propose to use it to augment the power of horses pulling           
stage coaches. Researchers of a rival school ridicule the idea          
of using technology to solve the problem and suggest that          
the better way is to train the coachmen. They cite careful           
experiments to show that stage coaches are slowed down by          
the friction of axle bearings. They demonstrate that a         
statistically significant improvement in speed can be       
obtained simply by training the drivers to use more and          
better grease.” In this parable the researchers are more         
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committed to their present world view, and therefore more         
actively resistant to change. I think it is helpful to consider           
the affects of learning, as Papert invites us to do here —            
ridicule and certain modes of competition can have        
disastrous effects on a learning community. Among       
designers and proponents of so-called Design Thinking we        
have heard variously about the importance of embracing        
failure and an iterative model of development, whereby        
small adjustments and continuous alterations are expected.       
Also, it is worth noting, and sometimes overlooked, that the          
unifying and underlying quality of Wikipedia entries       
universally is a tone or and voice of dispassionate inquiry —           
I would suggest that that is an integral model for the future            
of cosmopolitanism and open-source communities of shared       
knowledge, and therefore a viable future for Liberal Arts         
education. It is not just saying and sharing what you know,           
it is also having the voice, affect, disposition and personae to           
absorb the understanding of failures, missteps,      
miscalculation, erroneous belief, and mistakes; Wikipedia is       
a wonderful model of that.  

VII. Towards a Conclusion:  The New Epistemology, 
Or, “New Knowledge” in a world 

“post”-makerspace  
 

Professors Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby put forward a         
bold picture of how this culture might look in the design           
classes and art schools of higher education today, in their          
2013 book, Speculative Everything: Design, Fiction, and       
Social Dreaming. They suggest that a type of “conceptual         
design” which engages our ability to think beyond the limits          
of current tools, practices and beliefs of higher education,         
and create “a critical medium for exploring the implications         
of new developments in science and technology” (vi). This         
means helping professors begin to develop classes that rely         
less on scaffolding the old assignments, that lean towards the          
openness of project- or problem-based learning, and nourish        
student driven projects that are not already defined by a          
concept of discipline or departmental expertise. For       
example, this could be a student group working on the          
development of a new type of cook stove that would use,           
say, local resources for its desgin and empower the users to           
make food safely and efficiently, bringing together chemical        
engineering, materials science, global history, international      
relations and the growing problem of economic inequity,        
communication of vision, CAD design, and many other        
disciplines. This sort of anti-disciplinary project may       
already find a place in one or another curriculum, but the           
makerspace is its perfect home, and it is possible for          
designers of makerspaces to anticipate and encourage such        
projects by working with faculty to prepare cross- or         
trans-disciplinary dialog and relationships that does not need        
a specific program, degree or title. Thus, breaking down the          

strict barriers of disciplines and looking towards       
environments that encourage open-source communal     
learning is already happening as new forms of “knowledge”         
are being lived by our students and us; we are all learning            
together in newly empowered ways and as makerspace        
directors and designers, it is up to us to create spaces that            
foster, encourage and enrich that learning and understanding        
with the traditional forms of knowledge that formal        
educational institutions are best at delivering.  
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